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Big Data: Challenges, Popular Tools Of Big Data
- Benefits And Applications
Sadia Zafar, Haroon ur Rashid Kayani, Hafiz Burhan ul Haq, Imran Khalid, Ayesha Nasir
Abstract: Big Data is generated everywhere in the world in various digital formats. In 2020 the Big Data revolution estimated billion-billion devices
connected to the fast internet, and massive data will be predicted at high speed and drawn researchers' attention in academia, governments, and
industries. Big Data is valuable to enhance productivity in businesses and evolutionary breakthroughs in the many fields of sciences. However, there is
no doubt that Big Data's handling produces many challenges, such as data analysis, data visualization, data storage, and new technology to deal with
Big Data problems. This paper aims to demonstrate the challenges, the new tools of Big Data exploration, their benefits, and applic ations that can draw
researcher's and users' attention to decide better tools for their businesses and need.
Index Terms: Big Data, Data Science, Big Data Tools, Open Source Tools, Artificial Intelligence, Machine learning, Data Analysis
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1 INTRODUCTION
The world population is currently 7.2 billion [1], and out of
these, approximately 2 billion people are linked with the
internet. Besides this, 5 billion persons use mobile phones, as
per McKinsey (2013). Due to this technological uprising,
millions of individuals produce significant data volumes with
these devices' increased usage. This continuous production
data is called Big Data [2]. Big Data is a term that defines the
enormous amount of data that can be unstructured and
structured, which affects the business. In 2012, Gartner
retrieved and gave a more detailed definition: ‘‘Big Data are
high-volume, high-velocity, and/or high-variety information
assets that require new forms of processing to enable
enhanced decision making, insight discovery, and process
optimization’’. Big data require generalized tools for the
treatment of data for generating significant results. Thus, the
primary focus should not on high quantity data, but on the
opportunity that data gives creative knowledge and information
that make the public entities and company much competitive,
which will help them offer improved services for citizens and
customers [3]. Big Data has transformed the method adopted
in doing research, Management, and businesses [4]. In 2010,
Google assessed that every two days around, the world
produced as much information the total it created up to 2003.
Despite the exceptionally later "Huge Data Executive Survey
2013" by New Vantage Partners that states, "It is about
assortment, not volume," numerous individuals (counting the
creators) would still trust the premier issue with huge
information is scale or volume. Beyond any doubt, huge
information includes an incredible assortment of information
shapes: content, pictures, recordings, sounds, whatever that
may come into the play, and their subjective blends [2]. The

selection of tools becomes difficult nowadays that are used for
Big Data. Most of the tools have their pros and cons. Big Data
is continuously increasing rapidly, and the selection of
machine learning tools becomes insufficient for real-time
processing and distributed processing. Sara Landset et al.
discussed different tools for big data in their paper, such as
Spark, Flink, Map Reduce and Storm etc. Their paper also
provided much information for decision-makers for big data
tools and gave future tool-based learning direction [5]. Big
Data is divided into three parts, i.e., structured data that can
be stored, retrieved, and can be processed in a fixed layout,
unstructured data stored in any structure, and semi-structured
data is a mixture of unstructured and structured data [6].
Furthermore, Big Data has different characteristics in the
shape of seven V's, i.e., volume refers to the size of data
generated from all sources together with audio, text, research
studies, video, social networking, crime reports, space images,
medical data, natural disasters, and weather forecasting, etc.
Velocity is the speed or state of how fast the data can be
accessed and processed. Variety means different data
sources that are very difficult to arrange because data may be
structured, unstructured, and semi-structured. Variability is all
about the correct interpretation and understanding of the raw
data with accurate meaning. Veracity refers to a term sure that
collected data is accurate, and it also keeps worse data away
from the system. Visualization means the presentation of data
to Management for decision-making. Figure 1 shows the 7V's
of big data. Values are an essential characteristic of big data
as it adds the data's value, which may help exceed the cost
[7].
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Fig. 1. 7V’s of Big Data
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2 CHALLENGES:
There are four significant challenges of big data that need to
be addressed appropriately; processing issues, storage
issues, and management issues. There are many sorts of
analytics challenges, such as estimative, predictive,
prescriptive, and descriptive, leading to numerous optimization
and decision models. The design for components and systems
that work with big data required a proper understanding of
both the equipment and user requirements [8]. The output
processing is also the major challenge of big data. Jacobs [9]
summarized the issue very succinctly – ―it is easier to get the
data in than out." The main challenges of big data are briefly
described as [8]:
2.1 Data Storage
The amount of data has blown up each time through social
media, different IoT devices, etc.; for this, a storage medium
has required an invention. Furthermore, every day, a large
amount of data is created by everybody and everything (e.g.,
different, IoT devices, professionals, journalists, scientists,
researchers, etc.), which is problematic to store.
2.2 Data Management
The Management of a large amount of storage data will,
possibly, be the most significant complicated issue to address
with big data. The United Kingdom eScience will first face this
issue where data managed and owned by different entities.
For resolving access matters, the metadata has been
demonstrated as the main stumbling block.
2.3 Data Processing
The processing of a large amount of data is complicated.
Suppose the Hexa-byte data is needed to be processed
entirely. Much time is required to process the large volume of
data. For better processing, a new algorithm has been
required to give actionable and timely information.
2.4 Big Data analysis and visualization
Big Data analysis and visualization are significant problems for
industries, organizations, and financial and research
institutions. The new tools are developed to overcome Big
Data analysis, visualization, and knowledge extraction, which
are discussed in section.

3 METHODOLOGY
For the in-depth study of challenges and new tools of Big
Data, a review approach was adopted. This study helped us to
integrate the existing polished work and broadly identify our
strategy. We made an in-depth study of the challenges and
tools of Big Data, revealing their benefits, challenges benefits,
and applications. Our study's prime focus is to provide
comprehensive knowledge to all users to decide better tools to
meet their businesses' needs.

4 LITERATURE SURVEY
The Big Data (structured and unstructured) generated by
various sources such as social media, sensors, streaming
data, or scientific data in various formats grows very fast. The
biggest challenge is how to extract meaningful information
from the processing of Big Data. The market is saturated with
the commercial and open-source tools of Big Data that tools
are used to extract the data and convert it into meaningful
information. These big commercial tools or their licenses are
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costly. Big Data has been a developing area of research and
study during the last decade. The numerous researcher
papers have been published, and new tools of Big Data
devolved. Big data also includes other fields like Mathematics,
Machine Learning, Deep Learning, and Data Mining to extract
valuable knowledge from unstructured and structured data [10,
11]. Parkin 2006 presented that big data are turning into
another innovation center both in science and in industry. This
paper discusses Big Data's difficulties on future Scientific Data
Infrastructure (SDI) and the cutting edge. The paper talks
about the nature and meaning of Big Data that incorporate
such highlights as Velocity, Variety, Volume, Velocity, and
Veracity. This paper alludes to various established researchers
to characterize prerequisites on information the board, for
getting on control and security. Barlas, Panagiotisl at el. 2015
showed a significant information examination framework that
enables the government to quantify its security views from the
Twitter interpersonal organization. The proposed framework
was manufactured for utilizing a lot of enormous informational
instruments to gather, pre-process, order, list, and picture
information. The framework can identify whether a tweet is
identified with security or not and utilized to introduce a city's
security. A machine learning calculation was prepared to figure
out how to perceive security qualities in tweets. Results
demonstrate that this framework is a useful asset to dissect
how natives see security outwardly [12]. Camargo, Jorge E., et
al. 2016 presented that knows days the information is a
significant factor that can lead toward the decision-making
performance, so if the information is correct, then give a better
decision of any problem. Nowadays, a large amount of data is
Accessible in every organization. The knowledge extracted
from the datasets is used for the decision-making process.
The work's extreme goal and commitment are utilizing colossal
information for the investigation to upgrade and bolster
essential leadership in an organization [13]. Elgendy et al.
discussed in 2016, a specific measurement of gathering data
volume depends on the past in Exabyte format. Such volumes
are considered to be exceeding the point of a limit of taking
care of structures and storing frameworks. Learning data and
taking care of systems are being made and accumulated
rapidly toward the Exabyte/year run. This is the quickest path
for putting away colossal measures of information for a long
time. Volume is only a solitary piece of tremendous data;
diverse characteristics are collection, regard, multifaceted
nature, and regard. Exchanging the data requires a new
perfect model to determine the delivery issue while information
exchanging [14]. Iqbal, Muhammad Hussain at el. 2015
presented that huge information has turned into a featured
popular expression since a year ago, colossal information
mining, i.e., extracting from huge information, has quickly
pursued up as a developing, interconnected region of
research. This paper discussed the enormous mining of
information and discusses related issues and new chances
regarding information mining. The discussion includes a
survey of best-in-class structures and stages apart for
handling and supervising the vast information the same as the
endeavors expected on enormous information mining.
Similarly, broad issues are also addressed that were identified
with colossal information. This will help reshape the knowledge
regarding present information mining with advanced
innovation toward handling future difficulties building in
agreement with huge information [15]. Kaiser, Stephen, et al.
presented that the data sets are developed more suddenly in
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various structures due to digitalization. When the information
or data sets are extensive and intricate, where conventional
information-handling strategies are not ready to handle this
complex information that is considered big information.
Analysts, researchers, business associations, government
offices, promoting offices, and medicinal analysts regularly
experience more trouble managing information for any
essential leadership. The information accessible for research
should be controlled by utilizing various examining information
methods, which is Big Data Analytics. These methods are
beneficial for managing the vast volume in various forms like
unstructured, organized, or semi-organized information
content, suddenly evolving nature, which is unrealistic to
process by accessing traditional database systems. This paper
also presents the real use of enormous information
examination after looking at various apparatuses accessible
for massive information approval. This paper also talks about
the contextual investigation that led to the defeat of the vast
information issues and necessities [8]. Data sets were rapidly
growing nowadays in different ways because of digitalization.
Now, the information and data that are too complex and large
and the traditional techniques processing cannot deal with that
data are known as the Big data. Scientists, Government
agencies, Advertising companies, medical researchers, etc.,
faced many difficulties in dealing with the data for giving out
any decision. The data used by researchers has been passed
out through different methods of data analysis. These methods
give helpful information from the massive volume of structured,
unstructured, and semi-structured data. The paper deliberates
about the utilization of big data tools by their comparison [16].

5 POPULAR TOOLS OF BIG DATA
Big Data is rapidly increasing nowadays, and very difficult to
analyze and extract knowledge from Big Data. We have
studied the various popular tools of Big Data that are briefly
discussed subsection. Our study reveals the benefits,
challenges, and applications of the Tools of Big Data.
5.1 Apache Drill:
Apache Drill is the tool of big Data that provides a Schemafree engine. It supports several file systems and databases i-e
mongo dB, HDFS, amazon, and Hbase, etc. A single query will
help to join data from different databases [17]. Its architecture
includes distributed executed environment, which helps in
processing a large volume of data. It is based on Drillbit's
services, which is responsible for receiving requests from the
client process them, and giving results. The drill is popular
because of its Standard syntax because there is no need to
learn any other SQL-like language [18].
5.2 Apache Hadoop
Apache Hadoop is a Big Data tool that provides us a
framework for processing large data sets. It is designed to
handle and detect failure in the application layer. It provides
highly accessible services to the cluster of the computer.
Hadoop is also designed for scaling up several computers or
machines in a single server. Various organizations and
companies now use Hadoop for research purposes for
bringing efficiency and flexibility in information processing. It is
also useful for data processing [19].
5.3 Apache HBase
HBase is a non-relational database management system that
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runs on top of the Hadoop Distributed File System (HDFS).
Apache HBase is used when the user needs random, real-time
write/read access to Big Data. This helps in hosting the large
tables, billions of rows, and millions of columns. The
applications of HBase are written in Java, like MapReduce( )
application [20].
5.4 Apache Hive
Apache Hive is a big data tool that is open-source to help
write, read, and maintain large files that are directly stored in
the HDFS and another storage system like Hbase. The data
summarization can be done quickly with the help of the
Apache Hive. It gives an easy/simple way of structuring a large
volume of data. It is also integrative with the data centers. It
makes the MapReduce( ) language easier as there is no need
to write and heavy Java codes. Hive helps SQL developers to
write queries in Hive Query Language as it is similar [21].
5.5 Apache Flink
Apache Flink is a scalable platform and distributing process
engine. It helps in processing data on a large scale. It is
designed to run the cluster environment and also to perform
the computations. Apache Flink is a tool that can solve realworld problems more efficiently. Nowadays, a company needs
a platform which single can solve all the major problems.
Additionally, the Flink also gives fault tolerance,
communication, and distribution for the data stream [22].
5.6 Apache Mahout
Apache Mahout is a big data tool that is open-source and
helps to develop machine learning libraries. It is a distributed
linear
algebra
framework
that
helps
statisticians,
mathematicians, and data scientists implement their
algorithms quickly and efficiently [23]. Developers also used
mahout for mining a massive amount of data. It is also used to
create an application with machine learning techniques like
collaborative filtering, clustering, and categorization [24].
5.7 Apache Spark
Apache Spark is a platform that helps in the processing of data
on a massive amount of data sets. It can be organized in many
ways that give native binding for Python, Scala, Java, and R
programming language. It also gives support to the machine
learning algorithm, processing of graphs, and streaming of
data. The architecture of apache spark includes two major
components; the driver, which helps in converting user code
into numerous tasks distributed in different worker nodes, and
the other part is the executor that runs on these particular
nodes and helps in the execution of tasks assigned to them
[25].
5.8 Apache SAMOA
Apache SAMOA (Scalable Advanced Massive Online Analysis)
is an Open-Source platform for processing a massive volume
of data. It belongs to the Apache group of tools utilized for
Data handling and uses distributed stream algorithms for
sharing common machine learning and data mining tasks,
such as clustering, regression, and classification, to develop
new algorithms. It also provides an application programming
interface (API) that the programmer uses to implements new
distributed algorithms [26].
5.9 Apache Storm
Apache Storm is a free distributed computational tool. It helps
in the processing of an unbounded stream of data. A Storm is
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a simple tool that can easily use with any programming
language. It provides fault tolerance, scalability, and a
guarantee to data that will be processed and operate efficiently
[27]. Many software industries use Storm to process data as it
efficiently processes 100 bytes of data in a single node. It is
exceedingly flexible, easy to utilize, and provides low latency
with guaranteed information handling [28].

runs a computational composed outline that is made of
correspondence channels and computational vertices. In this
way, Dryad provides a vast number of useful counting creating
of employment diagram, planning the machines for the
accessible procedures, taking care of the group for changing
disappointment, gathering execution measurements, and
picturing the activity [35].

5.10 BigMLer
BigMLer is an Open-Source tool that helps perform machine
learning (ML) work. This tool provides a command promptbased interface for implementing ML tasks. BigMLer is very
useful and performs any task by typing a single command
prompt. It is beneficial in optimizing the model by automatically
selecting the feature. However, this tool is also speedy and
used for model tuning [29].

5.16 H2O
H2O is an Open-Source platform and has distributed inmemory machine learning with linear scalability. H2O is highly
applicable for statistical and machine-learning algorithms such
as generalized linear models, gradient boosted machines,
deep learning, etc. H2O is also used AutoML functionality that
automatically runs through all the algorithms and their hyperparameters to produce the best models. Globally, H2O is
approximately used by 18,000 organizations and also
achieved the same popularity as R & Python communities
[36].

5.11 Cassandra
Cassandra is a No SQL database that is highly scalable and
used for fault tolerance by replicating data into multiple nodes
[30]. It is highly elastic with no downtime or any interrupts
while running the applications. Cassandra is durable and
suitable for online transactions and applications because data
can be safe even when servers go down. Cassandra is
designed to handle a massive amount of data and available as
an open-source [31].
5.12 Cloudera
Cloudera is an Open Source and extensible platform that is
used for promoting business and information technology.
However, this platform is also having high popularity among
data scientists and data engineers. Cloudera provides multicloud with several functions. Furthermore, this platform is
easily manageable, scalable, easy to use, and contains highly
secure designs to handle various data types [32].
5.13 Data Applied
Data Applied is a non-programming tool intended to construct,
share structure information investigation reports, and
represent substantial informational indexes. However, this tool
helps visualize data with the help tree maps. Furthermore, this
tool is also used for multiple purposes, such as anomaly
detection, data transformation, and meaningful data extraction
from crude information [33].
5.14 Data Wrapper
Data wrapper is a data visualization tool that is available online
and used for creating collaborative charts. Once the data
inserted into the Data wrapper, it will quickly convert the
information into interactive charts, bars, and other visualization
forms. This graphical representation of data can be easily
embedded into websites and articles for making interactive
[34].
5.15 Dryad
Dryad is a big data tool that helps in parallel and appropriated
programs for dealing with setting bases on dataflow outlines. It
involves a gathering of enrolling center points, and a customer
takes the benefits of a PC gathering to run their desired
programs disseminated. A dryad customer utilizes countless,
all of them with various processors or focuses. The critical
favored point of view is that customers never need to know
anything about concurrent programming. A dryad application

5.17 High-Performance Cluster Computing (HPCC)
HPCC stands for High-Performance Cluster Computing, which
describes the computational environment that utilizes
computer clusters to support the different applications within a
significant amount of time and process a significant amount of
the data. HPCC is a tool of big data that Lexis Nexis Risk
Solution develops. It also provides scalability and gives us
better performance [37].
5.18 Jaspersoft
The Open-Source platform produces reports from the
database sections. One imperative property of Jaspersoft is
that it can rapidly investigate huge information rather than
extraction, changing, and stacking. It is an intelligent tool that
allows the users to blend with different databases without
moving the data to other databases. It is scalable, costeffective, and easy to use [38].
5.19 Lumify
Lumify is one of the powerful platform for big data
visualization. It helps the user to invent a very complex
connection and explore the relationship in the data. It works
with amazon and provides support to the environment based
on cloud. It has also built-in technologies like Accumulo and
Hadoop. Lumify is efficient and scalable. For Lumify, there is
no need to install a workstation individually as it works on the
server. It also allows integration with the other tools that are
working in the background [39].
5.20 Map Reduce
Map Reduce is a programming tool that is related to execution
for handling and creating huge informational collections. The
MAP and REDUCE are the two elements of this model. The
MAP( ) function work produces sorting and filtering, and
REDUCE( ) function works on summary operations. By
improving the execution, the map-reduce programming model
includes being specific, adaptable, and adaptation to internal
failure. Map Reduce libraries have been written in various
programming, with essential enhancement. The name Map
Reduce was the technology that Google proposed. By 2014,
Google was never again using Map Reduce as primary
information for preparing the model and proceeded onward
improvement on Apache Mahout to progressively able and
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less plate arranged systems that consolidated full guide [40].
5.21 MongoDB
Mongo DB is a popular database in the modern era, especially
in big data. It is a decent asset to oversee information that
reflects the information in a semi-organized or unstructured
form. It is used to store information in versatile applications,
item lists, content administration, and applications that give a
single view over different frameworks. This Mongo DB
connects through data visualization tools, including Tableau,
IBM Cognos Business Intelligence, Objects, Qlik, and SAP
Business [41].
5.22 No-SQL Database
This type of database is not bound by customary diagram
models permitting them to collect unstructured datasets. The
adaptability of No-SQL databases like Mongo DB, Cassandra,
and HBase makes them a superior choice for colossal
information investigation. No-SQL DB is used to store
increased volume or variety of the data and its performance
compared to the traditional database is much effective and
scalable. No-SQL is now maintaining and mange by the
foundation of the Apache [42].
5.23 Open Refine
It is the most dominant Big Data tool that helps clean data and
changes it into different layouts. It can also help to explore a
large amount of data sets. Open Refine has some essential
features like importing the data in different formats. It helps
apply the advanced and fundamental transformation of cells,
using refined language to perform advanced data operations
[43].
5.24 Open Text
Open Text is an efficient platform used by business users to
explore, analyze, and blend the data fast without relying on IT
or data exporters. Users can explore the 360 degrees view for
their business, and also, in a second, the user can explore the
billions of records. It is effortless to use does not require
complex coding. It is a complete solution that combines the
advanced level of the software and supports the AI and the
machine learning algorithms; most organizations are used to
improve decision-making [44].
5.25 Pentaho
Pentaho, the tool of big data analysis, was developed in 2004.
Its offered solutions help to maintain the Business Intelligence
(BI) projects. Pentaho supports multiple components. The data
integration of the Pentaho helps in the Extract, Transform and
Load (ETL) solution, and it is much valued in the market. It
works is very simple and efficient. The BI server of the
Pentaho allows managing the BI resources. It also helps
manage the reporting solutions and fulfills all the reporting
environment requirements [45].
5.26 PolyBase
PolyBase is an updated tool that helps enable the queries
across data stored in Parallel Data Warehouse (PDW). PDW is
a data warehousing contraption that worked to set up any
social data volume and coordinate Hadoop to get non-social
data. The big data tool's Ploybase facilitates joining relational
and the relational database. It can easily import the data from
Hadoop. To make the thing easy, it does not require any other
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software integration [46].
5.27 Python
Guido van Rossum developed Python in the 1980s. Python is
a high-level language and Open Source in nature. Python is
very popular in data science in the past decades. It also
supports multiple libraries to perform different tasks. Its use is
increasing day by day due to its flexible nature. The significant
benefit of using Python is easily understandable and also
supports multiple platforms. Python is much productive as
compared to the other languages uses so far [47].
5.28 R Programming
R is the combination of lexical scoping and S programming
language. R language is utmost essential for performing
visualization and calculation. R is a factual programming
language that is a part of insights, investigation, and
representation. In the present information, researchers and
business pioneers utilize R to settle on power business
choices. The R tool is adaptable and open source. R
incorporates special bundles that are helpful in the
investigation of information. It contains Deploy R API's, Deploy
R server, and Deploy R store, which are utilized to transfer
and confirm information. R language is also extensible that
can be assimilated with other languages and accessible as an
open-source [48].
5.29 Splunk
Splunk is a platform helpful in searching, monitoring,
visualizing, and analyzing machine-generated data in real-time
environments. A tremendous amount of data is created
through the machine from business endeavors. It joins the
regularly updated cloud propels and enormous data.
Consequently, it makes customers chase, screen, and
separate their machine-created data through the web
interface. The results are appeared in a characteristic course,
for instance, diagrams, reports, and alerts. Its qualities fuse
requesting composed, unstructured machine-made data and
uncovering indicative results. Splunk's most basic focus is to
offer metrics to various applications, investigate issues for
structure and information development establishments, and
help for business tasks [49].
5.30 Sqoop
Sqoop is a big data tool for transferring a large amount of data.
The primary purpose of Sqoop is to connect the Hadoop with
different databases to transfer the data. It is also useful to
transfer the structured data to Hive and Hadoop. The Map
Reduce is used by the Sqoop tool order to import and export
the data. It also helps to manipulate the data, easier to use,
cost-effective, gives security to the data, and many of the
processes in the Sqoop are automated [50].
5.31 Statistical Package for the Social Sciences (SPSS)
Modeler
SPSS Modeler is efficient software for machine learning and
data science. It helps the organization in achieving the desired
goal. It is used to build predictive models and conducting
analytical tasks. It works efficiently in a hybrid environment.
The model deployment becomes more comfortable with the
help of SPSS; the machine learning models are created
efficiently [51].
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5.32 Tableau
A tableau is a platform of big data that visualizes the data.
Tableau is the most powerful tool from the business point of
view. It is a quick representation programming that allows
investigating information, each perception utilizing different
conceivable diagrams. Its wise calculations make sense of
independence from anyone else about the kind of information,
best technique accessible. The intelligent algorithm of Tableau
will figure out by itself the type of data and tell which
methodology is best for this type of data [52].
5.33 Talend
Talend is an Open-Source platform that helps in data
integration. Supervisors and experts never again settle on a
gut-based choice. They require an instrument that can help
them rapidly. Talend can assist them with exploring
information. Moreover, it also helps to produce clean
information. It also offers exciting automation features that
highlight where users can spare and re-try past assignments
on another informational index. This element is remarkable
and has not been found in numerous instruments [53].
5.34Tanagra
Tanagra is an Open-Source tool that helps in academia and
research purposes. Tanagra project began as free
programming for research purposes. Being an open-source
venture and, it gives enough space to devise calculation and
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contribution. Alongside directed learning calculations, it is
empowered with standards, for example, grouping, factorial
investigation, parametric and nonparametric measurements,
affiliation rule, highlight determination, and development
calculations. A portion of its restrictions incorporates
inaccessibility of comprehensive information sources, direct
access to data warehouses and databases, interactive usage,
and so forth [54].
5.35 Yahoo S4
Yahoo S4 is a platform that helps in the processing of data
streams. Yahoo S4 engages designers to develop applications
that process in real-time for getting information. It is impressed
by the Map-Reduce model and procedure for the information
in the circulated design. For example, designers can create
fitting and play modules in Java. Modules are created in Yahoo
S4 can be combined to plan progressively advance ongoing
handling applications [55].

COMPARATIVE STUDY OF BIG DATA TOOLS
We studied the various popular tools of big data. The most
demanding and open source tools are used in academic
institutions, governments, banking, industries, non-public
groups, monetary establishments and researchers, and
students. Comparative research of Big Data tools in
conjunction with their advantages, challenges, and
applications are discussed within the table [1].

TABLE 1
Names, Challenges, Benefits, and Applications/Projects of Big data tools.
S. No

1

Names

Apache Drill

2

Apache
Hadoop

3

Apache
HBase

4

5

6

7

Advantages
Easily integrate with the SQL
tools. Scalable in nature,
having
good
/high
performance [56].
Apache Hadoop is scalable,
fast, and cost-effective. It
provides security to users and
also helps in detecting frauds
[58].
Provide
scalability,
fast
processing,
and
offers
consistent write and read [61].

Apache Hive

It is a Declarative language
like SQL and able to store files
[61].

Apache Flink

Apache Flink is applicable for
streaming and processing
real-time data [57].

Apache
Mahout

Apache Spark

Challenges
Not effective for executing long
quarries require more space [56].
It will not efficiently work for small
data and have stability issues. It is
also vulnerable [58].

Apache Hbase has Memory issues
and does not support database
structure. Handling queries is tough in
Hbase [61].
It does not support the updates
functions and Subqueries [61].

Applications/Projects
Apache drill give support to user defined
functions, its simple model help in operating and
deploying huge clusters. Drill has extensible
architecture and malleable data model [57].
Techniques of early detection of events like Bus
Beat that utilized GPS trajectories of the periodiccars, which can be done by detection of events
using networks [59].
Hadoop will ensure the user security [60].
It is helpful in medical field to gather people's
disease history that belongs to a specific area
[62].
It is also used on the Web for storing the history
or preferences of users [62].
Apache Hive is used to perform analysis in the
airline dataset. It is also used for building a data
warehouse for an E-commerce Environment [63].

It does not have APIs in matured form
and has less maturity in the industry
[64].

Apache Flink is used by Alibaba, King, websites
etc. Bouygues also used this tool for real-time
processing and analysis of messages per day
[57].

It can process data more
efficiently—support
different
algorithms [65].
Apache spark is the best tool
for big data due to its high
speed, easily useable, and
supports multiple languages
[68].

Visualization is not good and it does
not support scientific libraries [66].

Modified version of Mahout algorithms utilized by
Cull.tv for content recommendations [67].

It supports a few algorithms, the issue
in handling small files. Unable to
support multiple users [68].

Building a data warehouse for an E-commerce
Environment [69].

8

Apache
Samoa

Simple to use, scalable, and
fast in use [70].

N/A

Helpful in normalization, Clustering, Regression,
Classification of the dataset [70].

10

BigMLer

Highly scalable and valuable

BigMLer on use decision tree model

N/A
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11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

26

27

Cassandra

Data Wrapper

Dryad

H2O

HPCC

Jasper soft

Lumify

Map Reduce

Mongo DB

No-SQL
Database

Open Text

PolyBase

Python

Splunk

SPSS Modeler

Tableau

Talend

for real-time prediction [74].

which has their own restriction, and
only accepts up to 64 GB of dataset
[74].

Massive data is easily handled
through Cassandra and and its
architecture is simple [70].

The maintenance of Cassandra is
complicated and required much effort
[70].

Friendly in nature, compatible
with IoT devices, fast, and fully
responsive [70].
Dryad is better in performancewise as compared to other
software. It also allows run-time
optimization [76].
The advanced machine learning
model is created easily within no
time [78].
HPCC is robust, scalable,
helpful in parallel processing,
and Cost-Effective [70].
It is Cost-Effective, easy to use,
and supportive [79].

Highly secure and scalable, also
supporting
a
cloud-based
environment [70].
Performance is good, easily
handles the data-intensive App
[81].
Low-Cost,
Reliable,
easily
installed, it gives support to
multiple platforms [70].
It is scalable that can easily
store massive types of data.
[83].
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Cassandra has abroad coverage of storage that
helps users to store data of any kind. Users can
also use Cassandra for backend development of
Applications [75].

Limited for certain cases [70].

Creating an interactive chart, maps, and table by
just uploading a dataset/content in CSV format.
[70].

N/A

Provide a better way of Financing for a viable
community [77].

The software is not scalable and
easily manageable [78].
N/A

Optimization of memory is not good;
performance is not much efficient
for extensive reports [79].

Helpful in exploring data and creation of the
model. It will integrate with both R and Python
and other big data tools [78].
HPCC allows medical professionals to digitalize
the more complex processes such as genome
sequencing and testing the drugs [70].
Creating the documents in several complex
formats like OpenOffice, PowerPoint, RTF, Word,
and spreadsheet documents can generate raw
CSV, JSON, or XML by using Jaspersoft-Studio
[80].

N/A

Lumify’s infrastructure works in the background
to observe changes also provides an API that
allows us to map analytic inputs and outputs to
object types [70].

More memory is needed for Map
Reduce [81].

Used by Social Media like Facebook, and Twitter,
for finding familiar followers/friends on a different
social network [81].
Used by Weather Channel’s to deliver weather
alerts to millions of users in real-time by using
Android apps and iOS [82].

Slow in terms of speed [70].

Need more technical skills, less
Supportive, less mature [83].

No-SQL database as compared to traditional
database have simple and flexible and simple
structure. It is Open-Source and does not
required expensive licensing to run [84].

The tool is more comfortable
and faster in up-gradation,
efficient in manipulating the data
[85].

Response time is slow; the learning
curve needs to be improved [86].

Easily to import data from
different software, cost-effective,
scalable [88].

To use it, the user must have the
permission of Sysadmin [89].

Flexible in nature [90].

Python has limited speed, and does
not support threading. It is not
helpful for mobile apps [91].

The fantastic projects are supported by Python
like
Pytorch, Home-Assistance, Grimpy [91].

Splunk helps in generating
reports with interactive graphs,
tables and charts. It is easy to
use and automatically embed
useful information in data. [92].

It required many resources for
maintenance. Expensive when
Handel large datasets [93].

Splunk helps in designing information’s rich
dashboard and views that fulfil the need of users.
It is trusted by wide number of uses [92].

It provides data-classification,
data-clustering, and Automated
modeling of data [94].

It is not easily integrated with some
of the most valuable tools like
Tableau and Qilk, and also formula
writing is tricky for excel users [94].

It is the best tool for
Data
visualization
and
exploration.
It
is
easily
connected with most of the
databases [70].

The formatting
improved [70].
N/A

Handle multiple platforms—
Speedy in nature [70].

Interface is difficult [70].
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Open Text have built-in statistic algorithms that
give opportunity to business analysts to do
profiling, mapping, fore-casting and clustering
without writing number of lines of code [87].
N/A

Very useful for data preparation and model
management, and deployment in an organization
[51].

This tool is much suitable for data visualization
and exploration and can be integrated with
databases [70].
Provide market precision in the banking sector by
business intelligence and improve stock analysis
and sales [70].
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28

29

30

Tanagra

Yahoo S4

R Language

Helpful in creating
learning models [95].

machine

Old fashioned that why most of the
user does not like it [70].

Scalable in nature, detect the
frauds, helpful for intensive data
App [96].

Yahoo S4 use zookeper for
configuration of node and clustering
setup, but zookeeper have some
limitations like lack of replication,
and also only 3 or 5 zookeeper
nodes, are inherited
[96].

R language is accessible for a
variety
of
hardware
and
software. The R gives variety of
functions i.e. data manipulation,
statistic modelling, and also
useful in graphics [98].

R language packages are slower as
compared to MATLAB and python.
It is difficult to understand because
of it steep curve [99].

CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have briefly discussed the challenges and the
popular Tools of Big Data. Big Data analysis and visualization's
fundamental problem was overcome with the development of
new tools of Big Data, and we reviewed numerous research
papers for the study of Big Data tools. However, there no
doubt, the Open-Source Tools (Python and R-Programming)
were used by IBM, MS, Oracle, and SAP for Big Data analysis
and visualization. Our study provides researchers or users
guidelines to know their benefits, challenges, and tools of Big
Data applications. Different Big Data tools are used in
industries, organizations, and research institutions depending
upon their needs and requirements. The researchers or users
may benefit from our study and decide the right tool of Big
Data for their research or their organization depending on their
needs and requirements.
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